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ABSTRACT    Optics for future X-ray telescopes will be characterized by very large aperture and focal length, and 
will be made of lightweight materials like glass or silicon in order to keep the total mass within acceptable limits. 
Optical modules based on thin slumped glass foils are being developed at various institutes, aiming at improving the 
angular resolution to a few arcsec HEW. Thin mirrors are prone to deform, so they require a careful integration to avoid 
deformations and even correct forming errors. On the other hand, this offers the opportunity to actively correct the 
residual deformation: a viable possibility to improve the mirror figure is the application of piezoelectric actuators onto 
the non-optical side of the mirrors, and several groups are already at work on this approach. 
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INTRODUCTION: The angular resolution of X-ray telescopes is an essential figure of merit for describing the 
capabilities for detecting Xray sources in the distant Universe. However, also large mirror apertures are 
required to reach large effective areas and the high sensitivity needed to resolve faint X-ray astronomical 
sources. Manufacturing large, lightweight, and high angular resolution optical modules will represent the 
challenge of the next years for astronomical X-ray optics: the current requirements for e.g., the ATHENA 
telescope (currently selected by ESA for launch in 2028) are a 2 m2 effective area at 1 keV with an angular 
resolution of 5 arcsec HEW (Half Energy Width), obtained filling a 3 m diameter module with high-
resolution modular elements (XOU, X-ray Optical Units) having a common focus. The large dimensions of the 
optics and the dense mirror nesting needed to meet the effective area requirements entail the adoption of 
lightweight materials such as glass or silicon; for ATHENA, the baseline technology adopted is Silicon Pore 
Optics[1] (SPO), developed by ESA/ESTEC and Cosine since 2004, and still ongoing. However, Slumped Glass 
Optics (SGO) represents a viable alternative to manufacture high-resolution, lightweight and densely nested 
optical modules[2]. In this approach, already experienced for the NuSTARtelescope[3], thin foils of glass are 
formed at high temperature onto a precisely figured mould and, kept at the correct distance by ribs, stacked 
into an XOU. The ribs also provide the mechanical stiffness to the XOU needed to maintain its shape during 
the operation. For the ATHENA (formerly IXO) X-ray telescope, the SGO technology has been developed at 
INAF/OAB under ESA/ESTEC contract in 2009-2013, and in parallel at MPE (Garching, Germany), following 
two different methodologies (direct slumping at OAB[4] and indirect slumping at MPE[5]). In both cases, as 
well as for SPOs, it was proven that an optical design based on SGO was able to provide the requested 
effective area/mass ratio.Currently, efforts are concentrated on improving the angular resolution of optical 
modules. It is well known that the degradation of the imaging properties of X-ray mirrors may result from 
two factors: one is the surface microroughness that triggers a reduction of a reflectivity in the focus, 
together with an increase of the X-ray scattering (XRS) in the nearby directions and consequent damaging of 
the angular resolution. This effect exhibits a marked increase for increasing energy of the X-rays, and has to 
be kept to tolerable level by fine polishing of the surface. Glass foils with the required[6] thermal properties, 
thickness (< 0.4 mm), and surface smoothness (rms< 4 Å over in the 2 mm – 20 µm range of lateral spatial 
wavelengths) are commercially available, such as D263T and AF32 by Schott, or EAGLE-XG by Corning. In 
the direct slumping approach, the optical surface comes directly to contact with the forming mould; hence, it 
is completely unaffected by non-uniformities in the glass foil thickness. However, the surface roughness of 
the glass foils can be damaged by the shear on the forming mould, as a consequence of the different 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of the two materials. By an appropriate choice of the mould material 
(Zerodur K20) and a process optimization via a dedicated study carried out at INAF/ OAB, this difference 
has been reduced enough to preserve the surface smoothness to acceptable levels (less than 1 arcsec of 
HEW degradation caused by XRS at 1 keV). 
 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:The other source of imaging degradation is represented by deformations of the 
optical surface. In the direct slumping methodology, the longitudinal profile of the X-ray mirror is subject to 
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non-negligible errors that have been continuously reduced[6] by a proper optimization of the slumping 
setup (mould height, intensity and duration of the pressure exerted, surface cleanliness, settings of the 
slumping cycle...), and partly corrected by the development of an integration process[4], which enforces the 
slumped foils with the Wolter-I profile of accurately figured integration moulds. Fixing the stack on the glass 
via stiffening glass ribs, the nominal shape is imparted to the optical surface at the rib locations. Because of 
the glass springback, however, the correction is only partial especially for defects ranging on a few 
centimeters of lateral scale in the longitudinal direction. The residual profile error is also a function of the 
distance from the nearest rib: more exactly, it is maximum mid-way between adjacent ribs, while only at the 
rib location the profile copies almost exactly the nominal shape imparted by the integration mould. As a 
result, the expected angular resolutions of slumped glass mirrors are approaching the target of 5 arcsec 
HEW, but are still far from the sub -arcsec resolutions envisaged for some mission concepts[7],[8] . Even if 
further process improvements are surely possible, s everal groups worldwide are at work on the possibility 
to actively correct the mirror profile after forming. However, the dense nesting, typical of X-ray optics, does 
not permit using normal actuators, as commonly done in optical astronomy. In contrast, using piezoelectric 
elements acting tangentially, i.e., exerting a strain in a direction parallel to the surface on the rear of the 
glass foil, the local curvature of the mirror can be changed and profile errors corrected. In this paper we 
describe last year’s activities carried out in the AXYOM (Adjustable X-raY optics for astrOnoMy) project 
involving INAF/OAB, Università di Palermo, and INAF/OAPA, to study the possibility to actively correct the 
shape of thin glass X-ray mirrors[9]. While other groups[8] have selected the approach of depositing patches 
of piezoelectric thin films on slumped glassed, we have adopted piezoelectric elements available 
commercially, to be fed by a system of metallic electrodes deposited by photolithography on the non -optical 
side of the foil. In particular, piezoceramic patches were selected because they are characterized by a 
sufficient strength to bend the glass foil even with moderate electrical voltages[10] . A dedicated electronic 
board supplies the required voltages to the piezoelectric elements. Finally, the feedback to the piezoelectric 
array should be provided by reconstructing the mirror shape under Xray illumination in intra -focal 
setup[11] at the XACT facility[12],[13] at INAF/OAPA, following an algorithm initially developed to solve 
beam-shaping problems[14]. The AXYOM project naturally inscribes in the experience gained at the 
participating institutes in hot slumping, integration of thin glass foils, thin film deposition, photolithography, 
electronics, and X-ray tests. Moreover, facilities are already available to achieve each of these tasks and 
produce active mirrors at a very low cost. We succinctly describe in this paper the steps taken to produce a 
first active mirror prototype with two small piezoelectric patches, solely aimed at testing the manufacturing 
procedures and the experimental X-ray setup.  
 

PROCESSING OF PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMIC MATERIALS: The fabrication of most bulk piezoelectric 
ceramics starts with powder preparation. The powders are then pressed to the required shapes and sizes, 
and the green shapes are in turn processed to mechanically strong and dense ceramics. The more important 
processes that influence the product characteristics and properties are powder preparation, calcining and 
sintering. The next steps are machining, electroding and poling (application of a dc field to orient the 
ferroelectric domains and induce piezoelectricity). The electromechanical properties of piezoelectric 
ceramics are largely influenced by their processing conditions. First, high purity raw oxide materials are 
accurately weighed according to their desired ratio and then are mechanically or chemically mixed. During 
the calcination step, the solid phases react to form the piezoelectric phase. After calcination, the solid 
mixture is milled to fine particles. Shaping is accomplished by a variety of ceramic processing techniques, 
including powder compaction, tape casting, slip casting, and extrusion. During the shaping operation, 
organic materials are typically added to the ceramic powder to improve its flow and binding characteristics. 
The organic is then removed at a low temperature (500-600◦ C) burnout step. After organic removal, the 
ceramic structure is fired to an optimum density at an elevated temperature. Lead containing ceramics such 
as PbTiO3, PZT, Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 are fired in sealed crucibles in an optimized PbO atmosphere to 
prevent lead loss above 800◦ C.Due to the symmetry limitations, the alignment of the ferroelectric domains 
along the direction of the poled field in poled ceramics is never complete. However, the end result is a 
ceramic whose net polarization along the poling axis has sufficiently high piezoelectric properties. For 
example, depending on the type of crystal structure involved, the degree of poling can be quite high, ranging 
from 83% for the tetragonal phase to 86% for the rhombohedral phase, and to 91% for the orthorhombic 
phase. The degree of poling is also increased in ascending order from polycrystalline ferroelectric ceramics, 
to poled ferroelectric ceramics, to single crystal ferroelectrics and to single-domain single crystals. 
THE MIRROR FABRICATION: The first step in the production consists of preparing a formed glass with the 
electrical contacts that have to bring the voltages to the piezoelectric elements: the electrode design is 
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obviously a function of the size and the location of the piezo actuators. The model that has been selected is a 

flexible piezoceramic transducer sold by PhysikInstrumente, mod. P-876.SP1, with a 16 mm  16 mm size, 
and a thickness of only 200 µm to avoid X-ray obstruction in a mirror stack. The piezo transducers are 
provided enclosed in Kapton, with two soldering pads on the same side, can be freely used for high -vacuum 
applications, and operate in a voltage range from -100 V to +400 V, much larger than the values expected for 
a correction of mirror defects up to a maximum amplitude of a few microns. In this preliminary design, 
thepiezoelectric elements are located where the forming error amplitude is expectedly larger, i.e., mid-way 
between ribs (see Sect. 1). The electrodes have also to be very thin to avoid not only obstruction of the X-ray 
flux, but also to avoid a mirror deformation by their weight. To this end, they are printed by 
photolithography on the backside of the mirror: they are structured as thin metallic films (15 nm of titanium 
and 80 nm of gold) and, since they have to supply static tensions to the actuators (that electrically behave as 
capacitors), their conductivity does not need to be very high. The thin printed circuits (Fig. 1) brings 
voltages from a matrix of 5  5 bipolar slots to one lateral side of the glass, where the printed tracks can be 
interfaced to the feeding electronics. The weight of the contact wires clearly deforms one of the mirror sides, 
but, owing to the rib stiffness, the deformation is limited to the region between the wire junctions and the 
nearest rib. The broader tracks are common contacts and serve as ground electrode. 

 
Fig. 1: system of metallic electrodes deposited on the backside of an uncoated slumped glass, laid 

upon the K20 slumping moulds. 
The electrodes were deposited onto a 0.4 mm thick EAGLE-XG glass foil previously slumped at INAF/OAB to 
cylindrical shape with a 200 mm  200 mm size and 1 m radius of curvature. The photolithographic process 
has been studied at INAF/OAPA, and – among different possibilities – the chemical attack method was 
selected, consisting of the following steps:  
1) The titanium and gold layers are evaporated onto the non-optical side of the slumped glass;  
2) A photoresist layer is sprayed on the metallic film;  
3) The mask is printed in positive and laid onto the photoresist;  
4) The mask is exposed to UV rays, shading the photoresist where the metal has to be left;  
5) The photoresist is developed with NaOH, leaving the metal exposed where the mask was not present;  
6) The gold and titanium layers outside the printed tracks are removed in baths of aqua regia and a H2O2 
solution;  
7) The residuals of photoresist are washed out by a NaOH solution. 

 
Fig. 2: (left) a detail of the glued piezoelectric patch seen through an uncoated glass foil. The 

electrical contacts are ensured via two droplets of conductive epoxy. 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF FERROELECTRIC DOMAIN STRUCTURE: Ferroelectric domain structures have 
several important effects on the behavior of piezoelectric ceramics. As a perovskite in ceramic form cools 
through its Curie point, it contracts isotropically since the orientations of its component crystals are 
random. However, the individual crystals will have a tendency to assume the anisotropic shapes required by 
the orientation of their crystal axes. This tendency will be counteracted by the isotropic contraction of the 
cavities they occupy. Therefore, a complex system of differently orientated domains are formed to minimize 
the elastic strain energy within the crystals. It is believed that the formation of 90° domains is helpful to 
minimize both electrostatic and elastic strain energies, whereas the 180° domains only reduce the 
electrostatic energy. In the tetragonal structure, domains are usually designated as either a domain (with 
polarization direction perpendicular to the viewing direction) or c domain (with polarization direction 
parallel to the viewing direction). Considering the crystallographic directions of two neighboring domains, 
four alternative ways can be derived from two general domain types, i.e. 90° a-a, 90° a-c, 180° a-a and 180° 
c-c domains. The two alternatives in each of the two domain types are structurally identical, they only differ 
by the viewing direction chosen to illustrate the domain configurations. The diagnostic features for 
identifying the 90° a-a domains are: (a) the domain boundaries lying on the (011) plane appearing edge-on, 
and (b) diffraction spot splitting along [011] when viewed from [100]. As viewed from [010] direction, the 
characteristic features of the 90° a-c domains therefore become: (a) the domain boundaries lying on the 
(011) plane exhibiting asymmetric δ-fringes, and (b) spot splitting along [001] direction.The application of a 
sufficiently strong field will orient the 180o domains in the field direction, as nearly as the orientation of the 
crystal axes allows. The field will also have an orientating effect on 90o domains in the tetragonal phase 
piezoelectric ceramics and on 71o and 109o domains in the rhombohedral phase, but the response will be 
limited by strain situation within and between the crystals. There will be overall change in the shape of the 
ceramic body with an expansion in the field direction and contraction at right angles to it. When the field is 
removed the strain in some regions will cause the polar orientation to revert to its previous direction, but a 
substantial part of the reorientation will be permanent. To better understand the piezoelectric properties of 
piezoelectric ceramics, their ferroelectric domains structures should be clearly classified. 
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: The experiment shown in this paper was only a first test - in the context of the 
AXYOM project - of the manufacturing procedures studied to obtain an active X-ray mirror using commercial 
piezoelectric components, and of the possibility to detect the shape changes in X-ray illumination, providing 
in principle the feedback to the voltage controls. 

 
Fig. 3: design of the next electrode pattern to be realized. Different distributions of the piezoelectric 

elements will be adopted in different sections between ribs. 
The next test at the XACT facility is foreseen for late November 2015. Taking advantage of the lessons learnt 
in this experimental campaign, the following modifications are being introduced: 
1) In order to avoid mirror deformations possibly caused by stress in the coating, a thinner titanium layer 
will be used on the optical surface (< 30 nm, or no coating). This should avoid unwanted crossing of the 
intensity lines in the intra-focal trace.  
2) A more complex pattern of piezoelectric patches will be used, aiming at actuating a larger fraction of the 
mirror surface (Fig. 3), therefore increasing the actuation capabilities.  
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3) Piezoelectric patches of different sizes will be used in different geometries in 3 different mirror sector 
will be adopted to investigate the most effective solution.  
4) The piezoelectric patches will be glued keeping the glass in contact with the integration moulds, in order 
to minimize deformations.  
5) The common electrode will be as thin as the others, in order to avoid mirror deformation induced by the 
stress in the metallic films used to deposit the contacts.  
6) A system of two electronic boards will be used to drive 16 independent channels per mirror tested.  
7) A removable connector will be used, instead of conductive glue, to connect the electronics to the contacts 
on the glass.  
8) The active mirror will be mounted closer (1 m vs. almost 5 m used in the last tests) to the MCP at XACT to 
broaden the image and improve the resolution, reducing the possibility of reflected rays crossing each other.  
We expect the next test at XACT to cast some light on the possibility to drive the shape of thin glass X-ray 
mirrors using the technique of intra-focal X-ray imaging. 
 

CONCLUSION:The concept we are developing consists of actively integrating thin glass foils with 
piezoelectric patches, fed by voltages driven by the feedback provided by X-rays. The actuators are 
commercial components, while the tension signals are carried by a printed circuit obtained by 
photolithography, and the driving electronic is a multi-channel low power consumption voltage supply 
developed inhouse. Finally, the shape detection and the consequent voltage signal to be provided to the 
piezo electric array are determined in X-rays, in intra-focal setup at the XACT facility at INAF/OAPA. In this 
work, we describe the manufacturing steps to obtain a first active mirror prototype and the very first test 
performed in X-rays. 
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